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Brief 
 
Background 

‘Do Something Extraordinary’ 

Founded in 1939, Jack Morton is widely recognized as one of the most future-facing brand experience 
agencies in the world. 

It creates experiences that strengthen the relationships between brands and the people who matter 
most to them. 

It is best known for event marketing, promotional marketing, digital, social and mobile, sponsorship 
marketing and employee engagement. It also has special expertise with public 
events, exhibits, broadcast design and moving image. It is multi-channel, multi-discipline (and multi-
talented). Globally, the agency stages over 1,000 multimedia events, both live and virtual, to promote 
clients' brands annually.  

Jack Morton believes how brands act is more important than what they say; that proof matters more 
than promises; that happy humans are the world’s best advertisers; and that great brands aren’t B2C 
or B2B—they’re B2E (brand to everyone). 

Jack Morton's recent activity includes work for Google, Sony, Nike, ESPN, Chevrolet, IBM, Emblem 
Health, Subway, Liberty Mutual, and UPS.  
 
Jack Morton is a subsidiary of IPG. It has eighteen offices on five continents, all ranked at the top of 
their field.  It is a multi-awarded agency both in terms of creative excellence and effectiveness. Last 
year’s highlights included winning Gold at Cannes (Live Events Communicator Award for 2014 Festival 
Documentary), a Silver CLIO for Focus Group, and a Bronze Product Launch Effie.  
 
Whilst the agency continues to grow on a global scale, the NY office has remained flat in recent years. 
Competition has increased in an already crowded marketplace with established communication brands 
launching in this space (e.g. Deutsch, Ogilvy) and small shops squeezing at the other end.  Some large 
clients have cycled out recently, and not yet been replaced by those of commensurate scale. Half the 
business is project led, not AOR, requiring constant new business endeavours to drive business and 
revenue. 

The culture of the agency is of upmost importance at Jack Morton. The executive team believe their 
successful formula springs from having great people, working extremely hard yet taking care of each 

http://www.jackmorton.com/services/event-marketing/
http://www.jackmorton.com/services/promotional-marketing/
http://www.jackmorton.com/services/sponsorship-marketing/
http://www.jackmorton.com/services/sponsorship-marketing/
http://www.jackmorton.com/services/employee-engagement/
http://www.jackmorton.com/services/public-events/
http://www.jackmorton.com/services/public-events/
http://www.jackmorton.com/services/exhibits/
http://www.jackmorton.com/services/broadcast-design/
http://www.jackmorton.com/services/moving-image/
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other.  Being passionate about what they do, in a fluid, collaborative and democratic environment.  In 
essence, it’s about creating extraordinary work and having some fun along the way. 

www.jackmorton.com  
 
Role Overview and Opportunity 
 
A highly engaged, strategic and entrepreneurial President to set the vision for the agency’s future, 
determine the tone of its culture, and be instrumental in its creative output. They will grow and 
nurture its client portfolio and drive it forward in its exciting next phase of growth 
 
The talent in the agency, their breadth and skillset, and the calibre and scale of Clients offers the 
opportunity to redefine what brand experience is. 
 
The President will be accountable for achieving current success and long-term growth of the New York 
office.  Additionally as a member of the agency’s Executive Team, this person will help shape the future 
of the agency to drive growth worldwide. 

Role Specifics 

 Located in NYC, this person will report into Jack Morton’s Chairman and CEO, Josh McCall 
(based in Boston) 

Market and Agency Leader 

 Work with 6 direct reports across strategic, creative, financial, HR, and operational disciplines, 
and manage a staff of 60+ (upscaling when required with freelance resource to more than 
double this) 

 Manage the Agency through clear direction and leadership, continuing to build their 
reputation as a world-class brand experience agency 

 Achieve annual revenue and profit goals 
 Help to shape the Agency’s vision, values and strategic priorities to further align them towards 

a common global goal, and to ensure they are best placed within the marketplace to generate 
and take advantage of all opportunities 

 Communicate the vision and direction to the broader agency, and provides inspiration for the 
agency’s values, mission, vision and short and long-term goals 

 Identify and articulate market trends and emerging issues that may have broad organizational 
impact, and monitor closely the competition to better position the agency going forwards 

 Provide a general oversight of all agency activities, manage the day-to-day operations, and 
assures a smoothly functioning, efficient organization 

 Keep the CEO fully informed on the condition of the agency and on all the important factors 
influencing it 

 Sit as one of seven members on Jack Morton’s Executive Global Team 

Ensuring Profitability and Building Capability 

 Have a strong understanding of and relationships with the key business pillars (and relish 
completely immersing themselves in the details of every aspect from the beginning to achieve 
this) 

http://www.jackmorton.com/
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 Drive business and revenue and the production of outstanding creative, through new business 
and existing Client relationships. Uncovers new business opportunities, and attract and win 
new clients by identifying incremental opportunities within existing pieces of business 

 Leads team to win in pitches and new business opportunities 
 Create the space and culture for the talent within the agency to do extraordinary work 
 Ensure Agency functions as efficiently and fluidly as possible to facilitate this by developing 

sound, consistent business processes 
 Wors closely with the CFO and Finance Team to develop future planning, and monitor closely 

existing performance to ensure targets are achieved and the expense base supports future 
profitable growth 

Developing and Motivating Talent 

 Create a culture where people love to work (and want to come and work), feel they can 
flourish and are proud of what they contribute 

 Work closely with EVP HR and her team to attract, retain and motivate the talent necessary to 
meet current and future business requirements 

 Responsible for developing a succession plan for all key roles 
 Acknowledge contributions and share recognition with others within the agency 

 

Candidate 

 A strong and galvanizing visionary leader  
 Heavyweight experience across a broad marketing mix with strong digital, mobile and 

social media credentials 
 Passionate, passionate, passionate about doing extraordinary work, and with a proven 

track record of being involved in its output 
 High energy, smart and nimble, with an incredible work ethic. Thrives in a fast-paced 

environment, with multiple projects to immerse themselves in and thorny challenges to 
solve 

 Entrepreneurial, tenacious and brave at their core, with an outstanding new business 
record. A will to win – loves the business, loves the challenges, and will work to achieve 
goals regardless of obstacles. 

 An ownership mentality associated with willingness to take risks, making smart 
investments and maintaining accountability for outcomes 

 A clear creative strategic thinker who recognizes big, new ideas, knows how to sell them, 
and cares about their effectiveness in market 

 A good business brain, comfortable with a P&L, happy talking commercial strategy and 
analytics, and with experience of growing an agency’s bottom line 

 Of the people: prepared to walk the floors, and roll up their sleeves to muck in and get 
the job done. No ivory towers here. 

 Fun to be around. Cares about the people they work with and motivates them to be the 
best they can be. A radiator not a drain. 

 The gravitas, and proven ability to establish and nurture strong and productive Client 
relationship with business and thought leaders from C-suite level downwards 

 Familiar with New York and connected there professionally, socially and culturally 
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Success Criteria 
 

 Year on year revenue growth 
 Aggressive and efficient new business conversion rate 
 Continued creative success reflected by prestigious creative awards, including for 

effectiveness 
 Liked, trusted and respected leader within the NY office, with Clients, and the global JM 

Executive Team 
 
 
 
 


